MASS SPECTRAL FRAGMENTATION PATTERN OF SOME COMPOUNDS OBTAINED BY REACTION OF PHENYLENEDIAMINES WITH ACRYLIC ACIDS

In a previous communication, we have reported the formation of some new nitrogen heterocycles obtained by the reaction of phenylenediamines with acrylic and methacrylic acids in the presence of PPA. The structures of these compounds were assigned on the basis of their spectral analytical evidence. Their mass spectra apart from giving the molecular weights present some interesting fragmentation patterns which are discussed here.

The mass spectrum of I, (M = 244) shows a peak at m/e 229 (M-CH₃) and at m/e 201 due to loss of carbon monoxide. Further, I undergoes a cleavage as shown followed by loss of C₂H₅ to give a fragment corresponding to m/e 215 which loses CO to give the peak at m/e 187.

Alternatively, the fragmentation could occur as follows.

\[ \text{M}^+ \xrightarrow{\text{CO}} \text{C}_6\text{H}_{11} \xrightarrow{\text{H}} \text{m/e 187} \]

A retro Diels Alder reaction possibly occurs giving NH⁺ which by loss of H⁺ accounts for the peak at m/e 201 which on loss of CO gives the peak at m/e 172 and loss of CH₂⁺ gives m/e 187. The peak at m/e 69 corresponds to the fragment CH₃-C-CO which eliminates CO to give the C₃H₅ peak (m/e 41).

The appearance of the various peaks in the mass spectrum of II could be rationalised by the following fragmentation pattern.
Thanks are due to Professor H. Budzikiewicz, W. Germany, for the mass spectra.
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